A chest trauma scoring system to predict outcomes.
Rib fractures (RIBFX) are a common injury and are associated with substantial morbidity and mortality. Using a previously published RIBFX scoring system, we sought to validate the system by applying it to a larger patient population. We hypothesized that the RIBFX scoring system reliably predicts morbidity and mortality in patients with chest wall injury at the time of initial evaluation. A 3-year, registry-based, retrospective study involving 1,361 trauma patients was performed. Patients were divided into two groups with a Chest Trauma Score (CTS) < 5 and ≥5 (n = 724 and 637, respectively). Each cohort was analyzed for specific outcomes (mortality, pneumonia, acute respiratory failure). CTS was defined by age, severity of pulmonary contusion, number of RIBFX, and the presence of bilateral RIBFX with a maximum score of 12. Receiver operating characteristics were used to determine the use of CTS ≥5 cut point. Patients with a CTS of 5 or more were (P ≤ .05) older (61 vs 50 years), had greater Injury Severity Scores (21.6 vs 16.2), and had a greater prevalence of pneumonia (10.1 vs 3.5%), tracheostomy (7.4 vs 2.9%), and mortality (9.0 vs 2.2%). Patients with CTS ≥ 5 had nearly 4-fold increased odds of mortality (odds ratio 3.99, 95% confidence interval 1.92-8.31, P = .001) compared with those who had CTS < 5. A CTS of at least 5 is associated with worse patient outcomes. Increased vigilance is needed with trauma patients who present with RIBFX and a CTS ≥ 5 at initial presentation. This simple RIBFX scoring system may improve early identification of vulnerable patients and expedite therapeutic interventions.